A STUDENT GUIDE TO

Features & Rewards
Every month, the top students who earn the most points on CircleIn get rewarded a gift card of their choice.

Different study actions equate to different points. Some of the highest point gains come from your peers bookmarking or thanking your posts.

Students who score top points week after week also have the chance to become eligible for scholarships at the end of the semester/term.
The Leaderboard is where you keep track of your **Rewards** and **Scholarships**

- **Check to see how many points you have for the current month**
- **Check to see how many MVP's you have earned thus far**
Class Leaderboard vs School Leaderboard:

- Class Leaderboard will show you where you rank within a specific class. While the School Leaderboard will show you where you rank within your entire school.

In the Monthly Rewards tab you'll see:

- How many days remain until rewards go out and how many points you have earned for rewards.
- You also have access to the rewards store where you can choose your top 3 gift card choices from the places you love!
To become eligible for Monthly Rewards Winner, students must earn **450,000** points by the end of the month.

Note: You need **150,000** points from **3** different categories (study actions). For example: if you have **200,000** points from flashcards, **150,000** points from sharing notes, and **150,000** points from being chosen as 'Best Answer' you are eligible to win.

You will be disqualified for the month if you are found to be cheating or spamming. See Contest Rules for more information. Selected winners will receive a Congratulatory email via their school email address followed by their E-gift card reward!
In the Scholarship Tracker tab you’ll see:

- How many days remain until scholarship winners are announced and how many MVP awards you have.

- Students who score 8 MVPs earn a shot at winning a scholarship at the end of the Aug-Dec or Jan-May.

- The fastest way to earn an MVP award is to share useful links and posts with your classmates. When they give 'Thanks' or 'Bookmark' your posts you earn a ton of points.
In order to earn scholarships you must collect 8 MVP awards. You need a minimum of 300,000 points in a week to earn one MVP award (Monday-Sunday).

Note: You need 100,000 points from 3 different categories (study actions). For example: if you have 100,000 points from flashcards, 100,000 points from sharing notes, and 100,000 points from being chosen as 'Best Answer' you are eligible to win.

You will be disqualified for an MVP award if you are found to be cheating or spamming. See Contest Rules for more information. Selected winners will receive a Congratulatory email via their school email address stating they won an MVP.
Features That Get You Points

- Creating Flashcard Decks
- Studying with Quiz Yourself
- Creating a Post
- Studying with Review Time
- Sharing Useful Links
- Asking / Answering Questions
- Initiating a Video Chat
- Sharing Your Notes
- Receiving Thanks on a Post / Comment
- Chatting
- Using Workflow
- Quiz Yourself
- Review Time

And so much more!!!!!
ASKING QUESTIONS IS EASY ON CIRCLEIN!

- Post any questions you have on the class feed to get the help you need from your classmates.
- Earn 5,000 points when you post a question on CircleIn.

EARN POINTS FOR ANSWERING QUESTIONS!

- Make an effort to answer any questions you know that your classmates are struggling with!
- Earn 2,000 points for answering a question and earn 40,000 points when your answer is chosen for "Best Answer".
GIVE HELP AND GET HELP!

- Sometimes we need a different point of view when it comes to understanding certain material.

- Uploading your notes can help your classmates get a different perspective.

EARN POINTS FOR UPLOADING YOUR NOTES!

- Earn **10,000 points** when you upload your class notes on CircleIn!
Taking In-App Notes

KEEP IT ALL IN ONE PLACE!

- Sometimes it's difficult switching between one platform to another! With In-App Notes, you can type out all your class notes directly on CircleIn!

- Take Notes directly on CircleIn. Notes are automatically saved in individual folders created for all of your classes. Access your notes anywhere! Notes can be taken and reviewed on our mobile and web versions.
SHARE HELPFUL RESOURCES!

- Find a video or site that explains a particular concept really well? Share it with your classmates to spread the knowledge!
- If a link helped you understand something better, chances are it'll help someone else too. Be sure to keep it educational though :)

EARN POINTS FOR PASSING IT ON!

- Earn **5,000 points** every time you share a helpful link on CircleIn!

**Please reach out to support@circleinapp.com if you are having trouble sharing a helpful link on CircleIn!**
**PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT!**

- Flashcards are a great way to learn material, but can be a bummer to haul around with you. Make them on CircleIn and you can bring them everywhere you go!
- You can share your flashcards with other students and vis versa, so you can benefit from this feature multiple ways. You're also able to embed images to your flashcards to make them more exciting.

**EARN POINTS FOR UPLOADING YOUR NOTES!**

- Earn **1,000 points** for every flashcard you create on CircleIn!
PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT!

- After creating your flashcard decks, use Quiz Yourself to study them! This feature randomly generate a quiz of your flashcards where you can time yourself with Matching and Multiple Choice.
PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT!

- After creating your flashcard decks, use Review Time to study them! Review flashcards that you have created to memorize/study the content you have added to the deck.
MESSAGING WITHOUT SHARING YOUR NUMBER!

- Take advantage of pre-populated group Class Chats to reach your classmates directly. You can even request to video chat if you need extra help or to have a study session. Or create your own group chats!

EARN POINTS FOR CHATTING!

- Earn **50 points** for sending a message to a classmate and **100 points** for sending a message in your Class Chat.

- Earn **20,000 points** if you initiate a video chat with your classmates!
SAVE IT TO STUDY WITH FOR LATER!

- Sometimes we are in a hurry and need to finish something else before reading an interesting post or maybe it's something you want to make sure you don't lose. Bookmarks are a great way to revisit powerful posts, notes, or even flashcards.

- Uploading your notes can help your classmates get a different perspective.

EARN POINTS FOR SHARING USEFUL CONTENT!

- Earn 30,000 points when another classmate bookmarks your content on CircleIn!
Workflow

BECOME MORE PRODUCTIVE!

- Staying organized can be difficult as a student! Workflow helps you tackle all the workload by helping you stay organized and become more productive!

- Use Workflow to break large tasks down into steps, and create a task for each step.

EARN POINTS FOR STAYING PRODUCTIVE!

- Earn 1,000 points for creating tasks.

- Earn 1,500 points for completing tasks.
Write a Post

POSTING ON CIRCLEIN

- Create a post for all your classmates to see! Utilize this feature to ask about upcoming quizzes or exams. You can even create a post to invite your classmates to join you for a study session as well!

EARN POINTS FOR CREATING A POST!

- Earn **1,000 points** for every post you create!
Sharing Posts

GET THE LINK FROM A POST!

- Use this tool to share posts your classmates create on the Class Feed! If you find helpful content that your own classmates are creating and post it, you can get a shareable link and share that with everyone too!

EARN POINTS FOR SHARING A POST LINK!

- Earn 40,000 points for every post post link you share.
Thanking

GIVE THANKS AND GET THANKED!

- Your classmates can click on a "Thanks" button on any of your posts! Posting and sharing resourceful content for your peers is amazing! Your classmates can thank you and you can also give thanks to posts you see on your Class Feed too!

EARN POINTS FOR GETTING A THANKS!

- Earn 20,000 points when classmates Thank your post!
We hope that this guide was a helpful!

We look forward to supporting you and every student on the platform in their academic endeavors.

If you have any additional questions, please feel free to contact us at support@circleinapp.com